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PAF(T’1.

,.

With the rapidly increasing use of motor cars and the ex-

tensive empl.oyxent of explosion er.gines in agriculture, the

consumnt ion cf light oils has increased enormously and the

prices of these oils have continually risen. Efforts have ac–

cordingly not been lacking to increase the fuel-oil yi eld (-J-f

the coal abundantly available in Germany and especially to

transform the heavy oils obtained from the distillation of

coal and lignite into light fuel oils. pa~alle~ with these

purely chemical processes, engine designers have sought by

constructive means to relove the difficulties which now inter-

fere vith the use of heavy oils in explosion engines.

*From “Der llotorwagen,IIOctober 10, 1925, pp. 609-616.

Tliisartihle is orily‘a””slightlyccmdensed reprint of a
graduation thesis at the Munic’n Technical High School. The ex-
periments were ~erformed in the physical la’ooratory of the
1{.T.H.S. (Dr. Oscar Knoblauchj Principal) , and were rendered
possible by the financial support of the Augsburg-Wrem-ocrg
Engin~ TJoT]:s and of the German Petroleum Company.
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While little has yet been learned from chemistry concerning

profitable methods foy ohtaining an abundant s??.pplyof light

oils from coal and heavy oils, engine dcslum.ers have already-----

made considerable progress toward the solu-ticn of the fuel

problan. This progress has been made in two fun.damcntally dif-

ferent directions”, which may be briefly distinguished as fol-

lows :

1. The group of engines with medium and high-pressure car-

buretion in the cylinder;

.2● The group of engines with low-pressure carburction of

the heavy oils before reaching the cylinder.

Carburetion d,ocsnot here mozm the complete transformation

of liquid fuels into the chemical condition of simple ga,seous

hydrocarbons, but into as thorough a mixture as possihie of

air aixl.fuely w-nich,beginning with the atomization of the lat-

ter iTIUSt,as a result of the partial evaporation of the ator,l–

ized

duce

r:ent

fuel, bc so far advanced, up to its ignition, as to pro-

a sootl.ess combustio-nof the mixture.

In -thefirst case, the solution is sought by the cmploy-

of mxiliary pumps for delivering and vaporizing the fuel

on its admission to the cylinder or by the use .of hot-bulb en-

gine~ or their modifications~ For this purpose a new structur–

al fOTIII Of the engine -is desirable; The recently perfected

method of solid injection has afforded a new,,incentive to ren-
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der heavy oils available for motor-car engines. A comprehen-

sive article on this subject by F, Z. Bi cl.cfelii(1’Schwer~lmot-,. ,— . .
ore-nf~r Fahrzeuge unter bcsondcrc Bcrficks;zchtigung ihrer Wirt-

schaftlichkeit .“ “Autotcchnik” 1924, No. 17),gives a good idea

of the prese-nt status of this engine class and is further sup-

plemented by the recent publication of two articles by Profes-

sor A. Loschge on the Acro engine (“Der Acre-Motor, ” lfAutotcch-

nik” 1924, No. 26, and 1925, No. 3) and by R. C. Von Gorrison,

Hannover on a Dorner heavy-oil engine (“Der Schwer&lmotorwagen

von Doriler,“ l’A.D.A.C, Sportzeitung,” No. 1, Jan. 6, 1925) .

According to both these publications, we have come, in this

direction, very close to a solution of the heavy-oil problan

for automobile engines, if we have not already reached a defi-

nite utilizable

Along with

medium-pressure

Solutioil.

the development of these high-pressure and

heavy-oil en~iries,we hav~ sought fro,nthe be-

ginning to adapt the low-pressure

works with suction intake and low

atm. (5 kg/cm2) = 71 lb./sq. in.),

carburetor engine, which

compression up to about 5

to heavy fuels without chan,g-

ing their internal structure. The entire work of producing

an ignitible mixtu~e of heavy oil and air is left to the car-
,.

buretbr.im this engine class, the same as in light-oil engines.,,, .,,,, ,,,
The carburetor alone has undergone many changes and seems to

be capable of perfect adaptation to the complicated loa,di.ns

and operating conditions of automobile engines. Hence nearly
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all carburetor r,anufacturcrs have placed on the market Caref-ully

constructed heavy-oi”lcar-buretors (Dr. A, Heil.er, IISchwer&l’oe-”

c- trieb bei Kraftwag&n, IIIIzCitschrif”t‘d---~l~er’cir.+deu.tsche~ In-

gezieure~11923, No. ~~j W, A . Clstv,a.1.d, ‘;~chw~r~lbstrieb r~itDop-
t

pelgrltzin--~crgaser,“ “Autotechniic” 1923, No. 12) based on the

carburetors wit-n spraying nozzles

light oils.

For a comprehensive solution

almost universally used for

of the p,roblem of heavy-oil

carburetion in low-pressure carburetor engines, there is still

a lack of experiments on the physical pro~erties of the heavy

oils, which affect t’heirvaporization, and a critical discus-

sion of how far the vaporization can be carried and the atomiz-

ation of the fuels must be carried, in order that the mixtures

of air and heavy oils may attain the same degree of perfection

as the light-oil mixtures and burn without freeing carbon.
,

.,
Wg will therefore attempt in this article to define the

technically important physical properties of ,the heavy oils,

in so far as these properties affect the vaporization under

the pressure and temperature conditions which exist during the

intake phase of the engine. prom the res~~ltsof th~~e experi-

ments, conclusions will then be drawn (with mathematical treat-

ment, of the vaporization process of the oils) on the state of

..,.the ,yapori~tion, as it.takesp laceunder the conditions ex–

isting in the engine. By comparison with the light cils under

like conditions, it is then obvious as to how far the atomiza-

1... _ –_ _____
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tion of the heavy oils must be ca,rried,in order to employ thein

~-- successfully in-carburetor engines.

1(

~? In order to make the experiments more comprehensive, five!.j

I

,>
\}, heavy oils, two medium oils and ,two light oils were tested.!;:;.~
f““
,:# I. Heavy oils_.
~

i !, a) ~as oil “ (petroleum distillate) ,
,

b) Rositzer oil ( II II ),

c) Paraffin oil (lignite II ),

d) Coal.-tar oil I (coal 11 ),

e) Coal-tar oil II ( “ II ).

II. Medium oils. III. Light oils.

a) Solar oil, a) Gasoline,

. b) Kerosene b) Benzol (benzene).

Both the light oils (gasoline and benzol) were included

in the investigation, because they have hitherto been the prin-

cipal fuel’sused in carburetor engines and because conclusions

can be drawn from the properties of these fuels concerning the

}
conditions required for the vaporization of even heavy oils,,,

for theiz successful use as engine fuels.

.,, - ,Gencral statements concerning liquid fuels .- The liquid

fuels, from the volatile gasoline to the “heavy oils, are to be

regarded as mixtures of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons.

According to their source they “oelong, for the most part,

.
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eitlicrto the alipktic series or to the aromatic series of hy-

droca~bons, the latter occurring chiefly in the fuel oils ,dc-

rived from the distillation’”o-fcoal. They differ fundamentally

from the chemically homogeneous substances, such as alcohol and

pure benzol (benzene) C~ HG, and their behavior, while being

converted from the liquid to the gaseous state, is character-

ized by the phenomena of physical mixtures.

1. The liquid fuels show no uniform boiling point at

first, but boil within certain prescribed limits,

2. In evaporating the fuels at constant external pressure,

the lighter components evaporate first and the temperature con-

tinually rises. Consequently, the vapor tension decreases as

the evaporation proceeds.

This behavior of the fuel oils involves an accurately de-

terminable vapor pressure only when the liquid component with
t

the lowest boiling point is still present in the liquid, form

in the Torricellian vacuum at the temperature of the experiment.

With a spatial increase of the vacuum, it happens, however,

that the light liquid components completely evaporate and occur

above the heavy components as unsaturated vapors and conse-

quently, no longer show the maximum saturation pressure of the

fuels at the samectemperaturei Th’is”fSat must-be taken into
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?hsrsicalnropcrtics ,of liquid fuels .- The physical propcr--.—

ti~~ affecting the vaporization of liquid fuels are of prime

.>. im>o”rta’ficc112judging the”possibility of thclr utilization in

explosion engines. In addition to their chemical abalysis,

which is necessary for computing the quantity of air theoretic-

ally required, the following data must therefore be determined.

1=

20

30

4..

5.

6.

7.

Specific gravities,

Boiling curves and limits,

Vapor pressures,

Specific volumes and vapor densities,

Vaporization h~nts,

Specific heats,

Vaporization rates and diffusion coefficients.

Chemical analysis .- The process does not differ from the

usual method and was carried out by me for all the fuels with

the electrical combustion furnace belonging to the inorganic

chemical laboratory of thq Munich Technical High School.

The combustion tube was filled to two-third8 of its length

with copper oxide as the oxidizing agent. A boat-shapcd,plati-

num capsule, containing fine copper oxide in which a previously

weighed quantity of the oil was absorbed, was then introduced

into the empty end of the tube. Adjoining the platjnum caP-

sule, a copper spiral was also introduced. In order to extract

any halogens which might be present, a silver,spiral was intro-

,... __
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duccd into tinecpposite end of the tube. The tube was then

~~piaced in the

plat inu.m-boat

ir.terposition

ke?.ting jacket of the ‘electric furnace. The

end of the combustion tube was connected (with the

of a drying apparatus) with an air-filled &aso-

meter. By turning the cock of a drying apparatus, connection

was made with a second gasometer, which.was filled with oxygen.

All the connections had to be air-tight. A re~lat ing cock was

intreduced into tinecircuit before the drying apparatus, in or-

der to regulate the flow ef the air or oxygen. The silver-

spiral C.ndof the corn-oustion tube was connected with a calciun

chloride tube and a potash apparatus, which were accurately

weighed before the experiment. The weight of the carbon diox-

ide was found i-fithe potash apparatus and the weight of the

water in the calcium c’nloridetube and thercfrom the amounts of

carbon and hydrogen contained i-nthe fuel were calculatcd. It

was necessary to inclose “gasoli-neor benzol in a small bulb of

thin glass, sealed by melting, and to place the bulb in a sepa-

rate tube which was introduced .into the cizcuit before the com-

After the bursting of the bulb,bustion tube.

was saturated with the fuel vapors and carried

combustion tube.

the air stream

them into the

,. Three analyses were made with each fuel ana the mean re–

su.ltsare given in

—
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Sp. grav.
at

i5°c( 59°F)
,

Gas oil
I

Rositzer oil

Paraffine oil

Coal-tar oil.I

Coal-tar oilII

.Solar oil

“Kerosene

Gasoline

BenzoZ

0.864

0.907

0,906

0,910

0~,852

0,850

0,813

0.739

0.870

TABLE 1.

$C

66.92

84.30

86.94

87.50

86.98

86.30

85.88

85.70

91.35

*H
I from

11.05\140 284
I

I12.91 200 392

12.01 90 194

12.62 120 248

13,40 155 311

I4*1O 150 302

14.30~ 601140

-— +.

-to
–~

340

325

370

225

300

275

268

120

160

@F
644

617

698

437

572

527

514

248

32C
—.

Remarks

0.2% unevap.

4.lf 11

1?1% 1’

1.3$ 1’

1.1% 11

All evap.

5% unevap.

All evap.

II !1

The specific gravities were determined with a specific-gravi-by “

bottle.

Q,uantit~ of air theoretically required for the combustion .-

This can he d.etemyined from the chemical analysis of the fuel.

The following computation accords

2 Hz + o~ = 2.HZO

4kg-t-32kg=36kg
!.

with the combustion formulas.

Ca +202 = 2C 02

24.k~ + 64 kg.= 88 kg

From these,formulas we obtain, for coal-tar oil I, the vol~etric,,

proportions at 15°C (59°F) and 760 mm (29.92 in.) Hg as follows:
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tion of

In

cording

volumetric
. .

the

the

Memorandum No. 362

share of tile C02
,,.,,

combustion y?o!ducts is

7.,.206 x loo = 180.6
1.806 + 9.59 11.396

11

in tt.e noneondeiisable por-

= 15-87:%

cylinder combustion of heavy-oil fuel mixtures, ac–

to previous experi~ents, a greater excess of air is nec~s-

sary for complete com-mstion. Conclusions “may be reached rcg&rd-

ing the lack or excess of air in tb.ecylinder fron the above com-

putation of the theoretical air requirew.entand from the determi-

nation of the volumetric content of C(& and of unburned CO

and :0 “% in the exhaust ppses of an engine.

Table 11 gives the theoretical air consumption, the weight

of the

volume

amou-nt

combustion water and the perceiltagc of C02 in the total

of the combustion Nroducts ‘for the theoretically required

of air.

.,
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,- .,.

Fuel

Gas oil

Rositzer oil

Paraffine oil

Co&l-tar oil

Coal-tar oil

Solar oil

Kerosene

Gasoline

Benzol

I

11

86

84

92

3

86,94

87.5

86.98

86.3

85

85

88

70

91.35

.—

.———

12

11

12

94

05

91

12.01

12.62

13,40

14.10

14.30

8.30

Thccretical
consumpt ion

of air

kg
12.3S

11.85

12.57

12,14

12.25

12,42

12,60

12.63

12 ● 30

lb ●

27.25

26.12

27.27

26.76

27,01

27.38

27.78

27,84

27.12
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TABLE II (Cont.)

----
“Fuel “:

Gas oil

Rositzer oil

Paraffine oil

Coal-tar oil I

Coal-tar oil II

Solai oil

Kerosene

Gasoline.

Benzol

Combustion with theoretical auantitv of air

Wt. of com-
Sust”ion
vater

kg
1.287

1~099

1.283

1,196

1,256

1,331

1 ● 403

1.421

3.828
——

lb.
2.837

2.4-23

2.829

2.637

2!769

2.934

3.093

3.133

1.825

‘4-Q in the
vol. of CG. vol. of l’”!ncncondensa-

r#
1.602

1.749

1.800

1.805

1.790

1.780

1.7?2

1.770

2.030

~
I N, Ible portion.

T
Cu.ft. m3
5G.57 9.76

61.73 9.14

63.57 9.77

63.78 ‘9.59

63.21 9,6’7

L

62.86 9.80

62.58 9.95

62.51 9.97

71.69 9.72

Cu.ftj
344,67

322,77

345.02

338~67’

341.49

346,08

351=38

352.09

343.26

14.09

16.05

15.55

1.5,85

15.62

15.35

15.11

15.08

170~8

Evaporation curves.- These show the evaporated quantities of

fuel as plotted against the boiling temperatures and are plotted

by taking the evaporated volumes in ~ of the original volume as

the ordinates and the corresponding temperatures of the oil vapor

as the abscissas.

Hence 100 cms (6.1 cu.in.) of each fuel was evaporated in

the apparatus made by Runge of Berlin for the Berlin llPhysik&lisch-

Technischen Reichs-Anstaltll and the distillates were collected in

graduated vessels. The evaporated volumetric percentages were

.,..0‘obt&tned’directly from .the quantities “of the distillates collected

at t’hedifferent temperatures.

,—— .-— —.———,..,.
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The curves in Fig. 1, for all the fuels tested, show that

the medium and heavy fuels do not evaporate at atmospheric prcs–

sure wit-nifiso narrow temperature limits and so uniformly as ,gaaso-

line and ‘cenzol. Furthermore, they leave, within the given boil-

ing limits, residues which are decomposed only at the high com-

bustion temperatures in the engine cylinder. The evaporation.tem-

peratures are moreover considerably higher than for the light

oils.

Vapor tensions.- The vapor tension of a liquid at a given——

temperature depends, in chemically homogeneous substances, only ‘

on this temperature and ~ises and falls with it. The vapor-

tension curve, which represents this dependence of the vapor

pressures on the temperatures is, at the same time, the limiting

curve between the wet and superheated vapor. It is definitely

determined only when the liquid has a constant boiling temperat-

ure at the existing external pres.mre and does not change as

the evaporation proceeds. From the vapor–tension curve there can

be found di~ectly the temperature at which the complete evapora-

tion of a given quantity of liquid (to a predetermined volume)

is possible. In this connection, liow~ver, the saturation pres-

sure must be determined as a partial pressure in the given volume

of vapor and air for the evaporation. Tb.eq~eater the air space

is; in which the evaporation takes place, just so much smaller

will “be t’nepartial pressure of the liquid an-d just so much ~LoTi~er

the temperature at which complete evaporation is possible.”

. .. . ....... . .. ,._
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The vapor tensions cannot be so readily determined in liquid

m“ixtures 2s”in chemically homogeneous substances. The ‘process of

evaporation has already been briefly described under the headin~

“General statements concerning liquid fuels” aridwill be more

fu~ly discussed before wc proceed to the determination of the

vapor-pressure curves.

I-nthe isothermal evaporation of the fuel in a Torrccellian

vacuum, we will observe that the fuel continues to evaporate until

equilibrium is established between the fuel liquid and the fuel .

vapor. The”latter contains lighter hydrocarbons than the former,

because the lighter componeilts of the fuel evaporate at a lower

temperature than the heavier. At a.~iven temperature we will ob-

tain a physically correct vapor pressure, which is cgnposed of

the pressures of a,llthe liquid components, when the lightest

liquid comgonent is present in the vacuum in both the vapor and

liquid form. As soon as the lighter liquid components are no

longer present in the liquid form, they cease to appear at their

full saturation pressures in the total pressure of the fuel.

The vapor pressure is then smaller than the true saturation pres-

sure of the fuel. This phenomenon was thoroughly investigated

in a,preliminary experiment wit’h the “apparatus for determining

the vapor pressure which will be,d,esc~ibed Iaber. An increase in

the size of the vacuum,. due to the sirlk~-i~.~cf the mercury and of

the liquid fuel, resulted in a furtlhe: ~-~7L]~CY~tio~.of the fuel

at constant temperature, but simultaneously also in Icwering the
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vapor pressure. It was only with a vacuun of less t’han15 cms

(0.915 cu.in.) for the heavy and medium oils and 20 cm (1..22

“cu.inl’)‘for both the light ”oils, that a constant vapor pressure

at constant temperature was observed, up to temperatures of re-

spectively 60 and 30°C (140 and 86°F) , for ,the 0.1 gram of fuel

used.

In order to be able to establish, however, the vapor ten-

sions in a practical manner for the future consideration of the

evaporation process, I refrained from determining the absolute

values of the vapor tensions at the small volumes of 1%20 cm

(0.915-1.22 cu.in.) which never occur in the engine cylinders.

●
These values would have been much too high for the actual evapora-

tion process at the given volume in the engine. In all the vapor-

pressure experiments, I have therefore determined the vapor vol-

umes corresponding to the vapor pressures for the temporarily

constant temperature; established this dependence in pressure-

volume curves for every temperature; and plotted therefrom the

vapor-pressure curves for predetermined. volunes, whereby the ob-

served vapor volumes were converted to 0.1 gram fuel. This made

it possible to calculate the vapor pressures under like condi-

tions for all the fuel”oils.

The vapor-pressure curves for each fuel.form a group corre–

sponding+to the dependence of the va,porpressures on the volume.

The ex__erinental results are given in Tables III - XI and.Figs.

,,1 1

3a - llb} (Part II, Technical Xernorandum No. 363).

. ..-.
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The vapor tensions f~r liquid fuels had often been previously

“d’etcmiiicd withou-t taking a cccunt, hw~ever,,of the above-described

phen omenOn, On tilevapor tensions of’hcavy oil.s WC have 117eu:la,nnfs

ex~er tiil ents (K. Neumann, ‘!Vntersuchun& an dcr Dies elmaschine, II

“Zeitschrift des Vereines deutschez Ingen.i.eurell1918, p. 70S),

which were perfomed, however, at constant volume ~.ndserved as a

basis for the discussion of evaporation in constant-pressure oil

engines.

Experimental procedure and apparatus.- The experiments were— ... —.—— . —_.

performed according to the isothc-rmalmethod, which is the best

for liquid mixtures. Static and dynamic methods give accurate

results only with chemically homogeneous substances. The’appara-

tus used in the experiments (Fig. 2) was made of changeable

length and can be used both to determine the vapor pressures and

the vapor densities at constant pzcssu~e.

A seamless thick-walled steel.tube d, of 6 Km (2.36 in.)

inside diameter, with three welded steel-tube connections, is

fa~tened with iron straps to an iron p~n a-ada small table which

suppGrts the whole apparatus. Welded to each tubular connect ion

there is a threaded piece for receiving a packing box, into

which is inserted a glass tube well tightened with ru”~bcrgaskets:

1. ex.pc.rimenttube a, provided with a cubic-centimeter scale;

2. barometer tupe b; 3.,pressure-gauge c, which is needed for

experili] ents above atmospheric pressure. A thin bent steel tube is

welded to the tube d which joins the three glass tubes. ‘The
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bent tube is connected with a glass tube g, about 709 r.m [2’7s6

;- in=) long, the la,t’~erbeing connected with the ru’,~bertube s,

a“L@ the glass rr.ercury reservoir R. The gl,asstube g car~ies.

a ‘Jightl.y-fitted cock h. The ms~cl~ry reservbir R is a cylin-

drical glass receptacle wi th a cmlcium chloride tube at the top

and a t-hicknipple for connecting with the tube e. The reser-

voir rests in a felt-lined oak sheath which can be raised or

lowered on a sheet-steel ~guMe. ,The arresting device is a steel

spring, which is screwed to the oak s-heathe-r-idengages in the

notches in the steel guide. The latter is screwed to an oak

support, which has a wGod base and carries a,wooden measl~ring

stick with a,millimeter sC~.le. On the measuring stick there is

a steel slide yith a spring stop. This siide

tubs f, for reading the levels of the three

Since the rGom was too small fo~ read~ng

cus with a telescope, the tube f, he,dto be

carries a gl.rass

tl~bes 2, b, and c.

the rnerc~rymenis-

resorted to.

This was secured to the slide by iron straps and kmnched to–

ward the experiment tubes in two arms and terminat@l

of the measuring stick in a vertical tube about 6 cm

high. Likewise, at the distances of the cbs~~~r~tion..

b, and c on both arms of the glass-tube fork before

the observation tubes.there are 6 mm vertical tuks~j

in.front

(2.36 in:)

tubes a,

and behind

a11 ccrnml~-8

nicat ing with one another and, of cou:s!~~also with the vert ic-

al tube ir.fror.t of the measuring stic-k.

If this glass fork is filled with a Iii,qu:id,preferably
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Xylol on account of its concave meniscus, and the meniscus of

the fork is made to coincide with the -meniscus of each observe-.,,. -,

tion -tube, we obtain the desired reading on the measuring stick.

Since all the rea,dingsare made on the same scale, which underg-

oes no expansion, there are no reading errors to be corrected.

The tube c serves to determine the level of the lower

mercury surface, which is below atmospheric pressure, The. cock.

h provides an airtight shut-off. for tube c during the experi-

“ment. The upper glass tube with the mercury seal comes into use

only at high vapor pressures. It was not needed in these exper-

iments. The glass tube b serves as an ordinary barometer and

‘has,at the top, a perfectly fitted glass stopper with mercury

seal. A thermometer gives the temperature of the barometer

tube, whicilis affected by the higher experiment temperature in

the tube a and necessitates a correction ;f the barometer

column. The e~eriment tube a has an inside diameter of

16 mm (0.63 in.) and is provided with a cubic-centimeter scale.

for reading the vapor volumes.

After the vapor tensions are determined at the different

tempem.tures,. provision is made for the experiincnt ti~be a to

be heated in each expcrimcmt by hot vapors of uniform te-mpera-

ture. For this purpose, tube a is surrounded with a glass
. .,, .,

cylinder, which is closed at the bottofil”by’ the”cork p. In or–

der to prevcn$ the bursting of the glass jacket at hi~h tewpera-

,,

tures, the cork is surrounded by a glass ring containing, in the

. . . ,,... . ,.,,- ,_.
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space thus formed, about 1 cm (O.4 in.) of mercury q, thus

forming a perfect seal and preventing all tension in the g’lass

cylinder. Two glaSS tubes

terminate above the mercury

troduces the heating vapors

k and t pass through the cork and

in the heat i~g jacket. Tube.”t in-

and extends about 5 cm (2 in.) into

the heatin,gjacket, while tube k returns the liquid from the

condensed vapors to the heating flask. For convenient remount-

ing, each of these tubes is in two parts with rubber com~ec-

tions capable of withstanding temperatures up to 200°C(392°F).

The heating is accomplished indirectly by means of electric-

ity on account of the fire danger. A copper flask containing

the,heatirigliquid stands in an electrically heated vessel

filled with rape oil and is closed with a three-hole cork. The

tube k reachesto the bottom of the flask; the tube 1, only

into the vapor space at the top. A third glass tube m, reac&

ing to the bottom of the flas.lc,--ret.u.rnsthe condensed vapors

to the flask. The heating vapors pass ffom,the flaskthrough

the @be T into the h~ting jacket, from which they pass, ,.

*hrW.@ the upper cork~ to a return cooler connected with the

water pipe, unless they condense before ~ea.thingthe cooler,

The glass tube ,m returns the condensed liquid,to the copper

flask. The circuit

one and the,loss of

assembled by rubber

taken apart and put

of the heating vapors is therefore a c~oseii

heating liquid is small? The apparatus

connections, so that it can be readily

together again.

m--m— ~---—-m,- .I=... ———

is
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The regulation of t-neelectric heating is readily accon–

plished by switched-iti”resistances, so that the vapor prodv,c-

tion proceeds very uniformly. The temperature of the heatir.g

va:pous is taken in the heating jacket by a thermometer cali-

brated at the ltPhys.-Techn. Reichsanstaltll in Berlin. The thcr-

nometer is suspended on a wire, so that it can be easily xaised

and lowered’from without.

The following chemicall~ pure substances, with constart

boiling points, were employed as heating liquids:

—.

Sub~te.ncc

Ether

Carbon disulphide

~Jet~qylalCOhGl

Bcnzol (benzene)

~lfater

Amyl alcohol

Turpentine

Aniline

—.—

Boilin

73

100

130

160

178

point
oF

93,2

111.2

145.4

172*4

212=0

256.0

3:3000

352.4
— .—

The boiling points changed somewhat during the course of the

experi~ients,partly due to changes in tllc,barometric Fressurc.

and partly due to residues of t’heheating liquid last used.

m- “.~nzr circumstance did not affect the results, kow2vcr, bcc~~-sc..

the temperature of the heating vapors was known.

—,.-.,,.,., ,
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.

~yeparaticn and asserblin~ of the apparatus .- Before) inscrt-

in~ the thee glass tu’aes, a, b, and c, the appa~atus ms care–

fully d~ied by dral~ing through it for about SO minutes, air

w~lichhad bc~r.previously dried by calcium c?iloride-.?Icrcllry

that had been well boiled and then cooied in a dessicator was

‘nowpoured into the msrcury reservoir until it ro~e above the

three packing boxes. By lowc~ing the mercury reservoir, the

apparatus cotildbe entirely filled, wi’~hout too.much mercury

rising above the packing boxes. The mercury reservoir was -then

closed with a rubber stopper, into which a talcium chloride tube

was inserted, ,SO that no moisture could cn’~cr. The tubes were

then inserted, tafter having been previously Ylecatedto expel

any moisture adherifig to their walls . The level of the mercury

in the reservoir R could be verified by comparison with the

standr.rd barcmeter in the physical laboratory. The large cork

for the lower mercury seal’was then put in place; the glass

tubes were inserted in the packing boxes; the 1~.tter were ti8ht-

cned; and the apparatus was c1osed. Raising and lowering the

mercury reservoir several times showed whether there vlerea-ny

air bubbles left in the connecting tube as far as the glass

tubes aandb. In case there were, they could.b e allowed to

escape by opening the glass stoppers at the tops of the tubes

a and b. After this preliminary testing of the apparatus, the

cock i was closed with the mercury resei~oir raised and the

mercury seals were produced for t“hctubes a and.b.
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Aftcr these preparations, the oil to be tested coul,dbe

introduced into the experiw,ent :tube a. For this purpose a,. ,.

thinly blown glaSS bulb, .ending in a capillary tube &’oout1 Crl

(0.4 in.) long, was used. Aft er the bulb was weighcd empty, it

was warned SIightly and immersed in the oil, which was dre.wn

in-’~oit as a result of the cooling. By Iepeating this process

several times, the bulb and capillary were entirely fill-cd.

The weight of the oil *:@sthen found by weighing the filled bulb

antideducting the weight of the enpty buib. The mercury reser-

voir was then raised so high that on removing the stopper at

the top, the mercury flowed into the widened part of tube a. ,

The filled

ly pressed

After

bulb, tcgether with the stopper, could then be casi-

into the tube.

making sure that the stopper was tignt and that the

mercury seal was all right, the mercury reservoir was Iowercdj

thereby producing the vacuum in which the evapora,tion immediate-

ly ‘oegan. The capillary tube was left open so that the evapora-

tion did not depend on the bursting of the bulb. The evapora-

tion proc ecded smoothly in the vacuum without dis tur’oance or

delay. Aft er the liquid had been introduced into the tube, the

h~ting jacket }@s put in place, the mercury seal was produced

at the bottom, the cork was inserted at the top and, the connec-., ,-....... .,,,,, .,
tions were mad? with the heating flask and the re”turn.eooler.

,., .

In beginning the experiments, readings of the me~cur”y lev-

el were taken at the room temperature for “theclifferent po~ i-
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the mercury receptacle. The experiment was then begun

with etb.erfor the heat in,~liquid and with a dela~r of a“oo~t30

minutes “~efore each readiil~,for the whole heatl.r,gjacket to be-

come evenly heated and until it could be assumed. that the experi-

mental flu.id-in the vacuum had acqui~+edthe same temperature.

Before each experiment the barometer stand in the apparatus

was found by reading the lo~er mercury level (which communicant+

ed ,~~iththe mercury reservoir) on the tube C with the cock i

men and also the position of ‘themercury in the barometer tube
,--

b at the top. The difference between the level of the mercury

in the barometer tube and in the e~periment tube gave the vapor

pressure at the temperature of the heating jacl~et● Since this

vapo~ pressure did -notremain constant on lowering the mercury

reszrvoir, even though liquid fuel were still present in the

vacuum (which, acco~ding to the explanation a3.~eady qiven,

could not be expected to be otherwise) , the vapor volumes had

to be read on the

vapor pressures.

experiment tube simultaneously with the

The following readings were accord iriglymade:

~) For the vapor-pressure ti.ctermimati~n~:..— — .—— —

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Mercury level in barometer b,

!! !1 11 experiment tub”e a,

Vapor volume (cms) in tube a,

Temperature in heating jacket,

II II “oarometer tube,

1! of room,

Barometer.

.
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b) For t~.evapor-dqs ity “dete~.i’nation:
.. - ... ,.

1) Vapar”valurne (’cma), after all the l:q.~idwas cvapox-
a-~ed,

2) Weight G of,the evaporat cd fv.el.

Translat ion by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

.>.> ,,. .,, ,,

.
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Fig.1 Evaporation curves.
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1’ Fig.2 Appa,ra%uafor determining vapor preJssure and vqw!? ciwwi%y -
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